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(51) Int. CI5
. H02H3/347

PURPOSE: To prevent a maloperation accompanying a circulating current by

providing protection through a common ground protection breaker, when two

systems are combined with each other, and through individual ground protection

breakers, when said systems are separated from each other.

CONSTITUTION: A purchased power side bus Bl is connected with a purchased

power system via transformer T and breaker 52S and a private power generator

G is connected with a private power generation side bus B2 via breaker 5<*U

Both buses are connected by a breaker 52SG. Zero-phase current transformers

ZCT1 and ZCT2 are respectively connected between the neutral and grounded

points of said transformer T and between the neutral and grounded points

of said generator G, and ground protection relays 51N, 51G, 51NG, 51GG are

respectively connected therebetween. Also, a zero-phase transformer ZClJ

is connected between the midpoint and grounded point of the transformer T

and generator G, to be conducted to a ground protection relay 51NT. When

the breaker 52SG is closed and both buses are connected, only said grounding

protection relay 51NT operates.
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PURPOSE: To miniaturize an apparatus and improve the reliability thereof by

monitoring the internal state of a gas container through detecting a changed

of bellows by an optical means provided on the outside of said gas container

without using a mechanical operate contact such as microswitch.

CONSTITUTION: Bellows 2a reacts to a pressure within a compressed gas insula-

tion switchgear 1 being a detected body to expand and contract, and is

monitored by a light signal through a window 2b. A light signal from LED

light-emitting circuit 5 is reflected on the irregular surface of said bellows

2a, again enters an optical fiber 4, is received by a PD light-receiving circuit

6 via optical branch coupler 7, and monitored by a microcomputer 9 via input

signal processing circuit 8. When bellows 2a moves, the quantity of reflected

light changes so that the movement can be found. The scale of a failure is

decided by the rising speed, peak value, etc.
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PURPOSE: To avoid the danger state of a motor by stopping driving of said

motor through detecting the abnormal heat generation of the motor by a temper-

ature detecting means.
CONSTITUTION: A thermistor 4 for detecting the ambient temperature of a

winding part is installed in a stepping motor 1. A signal of said thermistor

4 is compared with a set value by a voltage sensor 5, and when said tempera-

ture is higher than a specified value, gates 6a-6d are blocked by the output

of said voltage sensor and the rotation of said motor 1 is stopped.
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(57) Abstract

PURPOSE: To avoid the danger state of a motor by
stopping driving of said motor through detecting the

abnormal heat generation of the motor by! a temperature
detecting means.

CONSTITUTION: A thermistor 4 for detecting the ambient
temperature of a winding part is installed in a stepping
motor 1. A signal of said thermistor 4 is compared with

a set value by a voltage sensor 5, and when said
temperature is higher than a specified value, gates
6a-6d are blocked by the output of said voltage sensor
and the rotation of said motor 1 is stopped.
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